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North Korea and U.S. Missile Defense Capabilities
ANKIT PANDA
CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE
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ince the early 2000s, the United States’ pursuit of a national missile defense system has been predicated on the
assessed likelihood that one or more “rogue” states would soon acquire intercontinental-range ballistic missiles
(ICBMs). In 2017, North Korea carried out three successful ICBM tests, demonstrating a rudimentary capability to

hold U.S. homeland targets at risk. North Korea continues to be a major driving force behind U.S. investments in homeland
missile defense.
The Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD) system, deployed in Alaska and California, remains the United States’
sole operational homeland defense system. But plans to incorporate a “layered” homeland missile defense system with
other capabilities are underway and represent a major component of the FY 2022 activities of the U.S. Missile Defense
Agency (MDA).
Despite these ongoing investments, several factors, including technical shortcomings, a poor record of testing, and limited
oversight, have cast significant doubt on the ability of homeland missile defenses to cope with a North Korean nuclear
attack on the contiguous United States. Separately, North Korea appears to be pursuing qualitative improvements to its
intercontinental-range delivery systems as well as quantitative force expansion. These developments will further financially
and technically stress U.S. homeland missile defense capabilities.

How Pyongyang Keeps Up with U.S. Missile Defense Efforts
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has called U.S. missile defense capabilities a challenge. In April 2019, shortly after his
second summit with then president Donald Trump in Hanoi, Kim cited the March 2019 FTG-11 test of the GMD system
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have exhibited trajectories that are nominally
“intercontinental” (defined by the Department of
Defense as 5,500 kilometers and above) but fall far
short of the 10,000 kilometers that North Korean
ICBMs would need to travel to U.S. homeland targets.
The difference is not superficial: farther-flying
missiles exhibit higher velocities, creating a more
challenging intercept scenario.
General Mark Milley, the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, stated in congressional testimony
in May that North Korea’s ICBMs present a “real
danger” to the U.S. homeland.5 Yet, even as the United
States has continued to spend billions on developing
a homeland missile defense architecture to cope
with this threat from North Korea, demonstrated
capabilities remain poor and the GMD system’s
testing record is limited.
Instead of producing a robust and capable
homeland defense capability, U.S. investments
in GMD—and now a layered homeland missile
defense architecture—are driving the qualitative
refinement of North Korea’s capabilities as well
as the quantitative growth of its nuclear forces.
Separately, while GMD is far from offering an
ironclad defense against North Korea’s existing and
anticipated capabilities, it has the effect of eroding
strategic stability with Russia and China. To
better serve U.S. national interests, GMD requires
additional oversight. Congress can lead on this
issue in the coming years.

Implications for Congress
To better posture U.S. missile defense capabilities
to cope with known and anticipated developments in
North Korea’s strategic forces, Congress can leverage
multiple tools. These include playing an active
role in oversight of GMD, studying North Korea’s
growing capabilities to stress U.S. missile defense, and
exploring measures for arms control:
•

Oversight. With regard to the technical
objectives for the GMD system, Congress
should play an active role in requiring the
MDA to conduct future tests with more
realistic environmental and other stressors.
More specifically, Congress should require
intercept testing during nighttime conditions
and against more representative targets. Target
missiles should be of a longer range to better
emulate the in-flight velocity of a notional
North Korean ICBM and should incorporate
increasingly sophisticated countermeasures
that are likely within North Korea’s existing
capabilities.

These

countermeasures

may

include multiple dummy re-entry vehicles,
which should exhibit physical and infrared
signatures similar to the target re-entry
vehicle. If Congress proceeds with funding for
the costly Next-Generation Interceptor for the
GMD system, these goals can be incorporated
into future budgets to better test, develop, and
evaluate that system.6

[E]ven as the United States has continued to spend billions on
developing a homeland missile defense architecture to cope with this
threat from North Korea, demonstrated capabilities remain poor....
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•

Studies. Congress should request a study by the Department of Defense with the goal of assessing North Korea’s
likely capability to qualitatively and quantitatively stress existing and future U.S. missile defense capabilities.
Such a study would help inform congressional debates on the future of U.S. missile defense policy and guide
funding trade-offs in future budgets between theater and homeland missile defense. As part of this study, the
Department of Defense should assess the potential effect of missile defense on nuclear escalation with North
Korea in a crisis.

•

Arms control. Congress should hold hearings on the possibility of shaping North Korea’s choices concerning
its nuclear arsenal and engaging in practical threat reduction through a process of arms control. Given
the shortcomings in U.S. missile defense capabilities, future restrictions in exchange for verifiable arms
reductions or other caps by North Korea could be in the national interest. For example, Congress should
explore whether asymmetric arms control with North Korea can lower conventional and nuclear escalation
risks on the Korean Peninsula, how such measures might affect the broader U.S. military posture in the
Indo-Pacific, and how arms control might support efforts to realize a denuclearized Korean Peninsula. These
hearings should also address the potential role of constraining missile defense in promoting productive
arms control with Russia and possibly China. •

Ankit Panda is the Stanton Senior Fellow in the Nuclear Policy Program at the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace and the author of Kim Jong Un and the Bomb: Survival and Deterrence in North Korea (2020).
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